Palladium mediated ¹¹C-cyanation and characterization in the non-human primate brain of the novel mGluR5 radioligand [¹¹C]AZD9272.
The aims of the present positron emission tomography (PET) study were to set up a system for (11)C-cyanation labeling of the selective mGluR5-antagonist [(11)C]AZD9272 and to perform the first in vivo characterization of [(11)C]AZD9272 binding in cynomolgus monkeys. [(11)C]AZD9272 was labeled using palladium mediated (11)C-cyanation. Altogether seven PET measurements were performed in three cynomolgus monkeys including baseline and co-injection experiments with unlabelled AZD9272 (0.04 and 0.4 mg/kg). Radiometabolites in plasma were measured using HPLC. [(11)C]AZD9272 was prepared in over 50% incorporation yield from hydrogen [(11)C]cyanide in a total synthesis time of 45-50 min. The radiochemical purity of the radioligand in its final formulation was high (>99%) and the mean specific radioactivity was 47 GBq/ μmol (1278 Ci/mmol, n=7) calculated at end of bombardment (EOB). In the baseline measurements 10% of the total injected radioactivity was present in monkey brain at five minutes after i.v. injection. The radioactivity concentration was high in the caudate, cingulate gyrus and thalamus whereas it was moderate in the temporal cortex and lower for the cerebellum. After co-injection with cold AZD9272 the binding of [(11)C]AZD9272 was reduced in a dose-dependent fashion. Analysis of radiometabolites showed relatively slow metabolism and resulted only in hydrophilic radiometabolites. A fast and efficient method was developed to label AZD9272 with (11)C. PET-examination in Cynomolgus monkeys showed that [(11)C]AZD9272 entered the brain to a high extent, that binding was saturable and that the regional radioactivity pattern was in accordance with the known distribution of mGluR5. The results support further examination of [(11)C]AZD9272 binding in human subjects.